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MEO BREEZE

MESSAGE
FROM CEO

Dear MEO Colleagues,
Three months have passed since I took over MEO stewardship from Diederik. We have done our
Townhall on the leadership change in June, where I laid down our Road Ahead.

‘‘

OUR EMPLOYEES
HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN AND WILL
ALWAYS BE OUR
FOCUS. OUR
PEOPLE ARE OUR
MOST VALUED
ASSET WHEN THEY
WORK TOGETHER
AS A TEAM.

I have been with this company now for 22 years, going through various transformations via
merger and acquisition with MEO as the product. Over the years, I have had many jobs offers, but
I chose to stay the course with MEO. I genuinely believe MEO is one of the best offshore support
vessels Company and solution businesses in our industry, driven by strong leadership with a highly
motivated team. I wanted to make a difference. This remains the same inspiration that continues
to drive me today.
I am very humbled that I have been given this opportunity to lead and serve this fantastic
company. I am very fortunate to work with Diederik under his mentorship and step in as the CEO. I
have asked him to continue to devote some of his time to the company as an advisor on key issues.
I am also looking forward to working with Lawrence Lua, our Chairman, and the rest of the board
of directors.
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THE ROAD AHEAD

Diederik has left behind a strong foundation, and it is now my responsibility to build on this, do
better and scale new heights. I cannot do this alone, and I ask everyone to join me in this next
chapter, and I will guarantee you it will be an enjoyable and fulfilling journey.
As we start a new phase of our journey together, I would like to share a few expectations for the
road ahead of us.
SAFETY. It is our highest priority, and we will only do it safely or not at all. Everyone has the power
to exercise the stop-work authority within the organisation.
INTEGRITY. We will always fight to win but not at all cost! Doing what is right and discharging our
duties truthfully and honestly even when nobody is watching is the priority. Integrity is telling the
truth all the time. Therefore, we must encourage our colleagues to speak candidly and be direct.
RESPECT. I will treat everyone equally and with respect at all times. I expect the same treatment
in return and for this to be extended to all levels within the company.
EXCELLENCE. We must have the passion for consistently producing work of the highest quality.
We must always take pride in our work and in discharging our duties no matter our function. Don't
underestimate the work you perform and your contribution to the company.The little things we do
to the best of our ability make the difference to our company's performance.

‘‘

TEAMWORK. We will always work together as a team, supporting one another and ensuring that
every one of us will succeed. That means looking out for one another to do a better job!

Moving forward, we will need to embrace technology to transform the way we work and enhance
our efficiency and reliability. The future is about digitalisation, and it is my responsibility to lead
you through this transformation.

I want to end this message by saying that MEO is a refreshed company with many talented
individuals and all of us need to do our best work, lead, and help to drive continuous improvement
changes. MEO has proven that it has what it takes to survive the many downturns with a strong
foundation, and now as the new CEO, I ask for your continued support, passion, and commitment
to do better. Thank you.

New Segment Diversification
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What do we do next? We have a good strategy; we need to work smartly, do good business and
exhibit Constant Care in performing our work and I am confident that we will scale new heights.
I am very passionate about this, and I want to forge a strong and positive culture within MEO. Our
Employees have always been and will always be our focus. Our people are our most valued asset
when they work together as a team.

Instead of solely focusing on our financial outcomes, our future is also about a greener tomorrow
and giving back to society. It is about sustainability; it is about our future generation inheriting a
better place from us, and it is about doing good and being socially responsible.
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www.linkedIn.com/company/miclyn-express-offshore/

A Healthier and Safer Tomorrow

Our Environment, Our Responsibility

MEO Green Plan: Our Commitment to Sustainable
Operations and the Environment
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Featured Employee

Get Smart

Cris Ryan - Operations Manager
TECHNICAL & ARINE OPERATIONS SUPE
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Follow us on

Fast Crew Boat: Express 100

Operational Excellence
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Darren Ang
CEO

Subsea Cable Segment
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Yours faithfully,

One Stop Project Solutions

MEO Bulletin:

Godspeed to our CEO of 8 Years
Ali Hussain: Colleague, Friend, Brother

MEO Gives Back

Employee Care Packages

Weddings and New Births
Entertainment Corner
Word Search, Comics
Coffee Talk

Contact us: media@meogroup.com
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NEW SEGMENT
DIVERSIFICATION

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
THAILAND

Brad Morphew
Business Unit Head

EASTERN HEMISPHERE

ONE STOP PROJECT
SOLUTIONS
Claudia Iglesias
Deputy Head of BU - EOS
Express Offshore Solutions (EOS), our project solutions Business
Unit, continues growing, and the road ahead brings new exciting
opportunities that will allow our Division to expand and diversify its
services.

We look forward to tackling new challenges to continuous growth for
the company and our clients on the road ahead.
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The Thailand local fleet size currently stands at 29 vessels, with
24 of these vessels owned by the local Uniwise joint venture.

Endeavour (70m, DP2 Subsea Support vessel) continues its cable
route survey work for an International Geophysical Survey company
within various South East Asia country waters into December 2021.
The vessel is being utilised to take probe samples from the cable
route seabed.
Miclyn Endurance (70m, DP2 Subsea Support vessel) has performed
various accommodation roles within Malaysia. It will continue as a
forerunner for another MEO fleet vessel that was awarded a threeyear firm with a two-year option accommodation vessel contract
from a permit operator in Malaysia.
Miclyn Endurance (70M, DP2 Subsea Support Vessel) will
commence an accommodation support role for an offshore wind
farm construction project in China from September 2021 for
a minimum of 100 days. The vessel will be modified to include a
heave compensated telescopic gangway for transfer or construction
workers to and from wind turbines within the project.
Resolution (70m, DP2 Subsea Support vessel) is currently working
within Indonesia for a local subsea survey company into Q3 2021.

Loading operation, ramps on barge

These additional services will enable our project division to continue
growing, diversifying from being a marine solutions provider.
Apart from these services, new opportunities will arise for them out
of their barge fleet. For instance, we have concluded the purchase
of nine offshore flat top barges from our long-term Australian
partner, CPB Contractors Pty Ltd. These barges were already
under EOS commercial management for the past years. They have
been working on different projects across all operating regions.
With this addition, MEO’s barge fleet is now near 30
units, ranging from 250 ft barges to 330 ft x 120 ft and
400 ft x 120 ft self ballastable barges. The fleet spreads
amongst Middle East, Australia, and Southeast Asia regions.

While new waves of COVID-19 continue to create logistical
challenges for new contract mobilisations and movement of
international crew within the Eastern Hemisphere geographic
markets, we have managed to keep the overall fleet utilisation high.
This has been possible due to the persistence of our shore-based
support teams and the understanding of our vessel crew that we all
need to be flexible in the current COVID-19 environment.

MEO Ranger (5150bhp, DP2, PSV) was extended until the end of
2021 for exploration and production support with a permit operator
in Thailand. This vessel has been alternating between production
supply support and project accommodation work for the same
permit operator since 2019.

SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES

The purchase of these units has lowered the average barge fleet
age and strengthen our project division’s position in the market
for the larger category of barges, particularly the 330ft x 120ft.

Engineering is vital to the safe delivery of the diverse range of project
cargoes EOS transports. Every project has its unique challenges,
which require a tailor-made solution for each. Therefore, EOS is
now strengthening its in-house engineering capabilities to offer a
broader range of engineering services to support their projects and
clients and develop new opportunities.
Also, EOS existing clients typically require their cargoes to be loaded
by specialist heavy transport providers at various fabrication yards
onshore. As such, EOS is now working on expanding its integrated
services offering to include onshore services. This action will
add value and enhance its project solutions business by including
ballasting services and load-in/load-out operations.

With the merging of the SVS fleet into the Eastern Hemisphere
business unit, the total fleet now stands at 63 vessels. This total fleet
takes into account disposal of a number of older vessels during Q2
2021 that include; Seismic Supporter, AOS2, and Uniwise Pattaya.

Uniwise Advancer (5150 bhp AHTS), Uni Express 14 and Uni Express
25 (Fast Crew Boats) have all returned to Thailand for spot charter
work to the end of 2021 following the unfortunate financial demise
of a Cambodia permit operator during Q2-2021. We are confident
of continuing to find work for these vessels with a significant rampup of both drilling and decommissioning work by permit operators
within Thailand during the 2nd half of 2021.

Miclyn Grace (57m, Geotechnical Survey vessel) continues its
multi-year contract with an International Offshore Geotechnical
client, working in various South East Asian countries.
NPP Nusantara (80m, DP2 DSV) continues operating for a subsea
services company in India since October 2020 on a two-year firm
with three one-year options dive support contracts.
Voyager Explorer (68m, Seismic Source vessel) completed her fiveyear special survey docking in February 2021 and remains currently
warm laid up in Batam.
TAIWAN
Magellan 1 and 2 (8200 bhp, 100+T BP, Anchor Handling Tugs)
have ongoing barge towing work to transport pin piles for an EPIC
client for Greater Changhua offshore wind farm (640MW) offshore
wind farm.

Express 54

INDONESIA
MEO Monarch 2 (7000 bhp, DP2, AHTS) continues operating with
an EPIC in Malaysia, supporting various end-user operators through
to the third quarter of 2021.
Express 54 (Fast Crew Boat and Survey Vessel) was upgraded with
a new moon pool, two A-frames, and additional accommodation
cabins for its current contract with an international dredging
company for survey work for a new port in Bangladesh throughout
the remainder of 2021.
BRUNEI
Express 88 (40m, 25kt Fast Crew Boat) returned to work
for an international operator joint venture to the end of
2021. This vessel had previously work in Brunei for several
years before going to East Malaysia for maintenance work
and returned the overall local fleet size to nine vessels.
MALAYSIA
MEO Monarch 1 (7000 bhp, DP2, AHTS) completed its six-month
contract for an EPIC in India providing anchor handling and towing
support for an accommodation work barge in June 2021. With a
two-week turnaround in Batam that included a short drydocking for
closeout of survey-related items and the restocking of supplies and
consumables. The vessel has then commenced a contract in Sakhalin
(Russia) for three months. Despite these various far-flung operating
locations, this vessel continues to be managed by the BSSB team in
Malaysia as it has been part of the local fleet for several years. The
BSSB fleet continues to remain stable with ten vessels.

EOS ballast pumps in Batam
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BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
Ronald Clark
Business Unit Head

WESTERN HEMISPHERE
When 2021 ushered in, we were eager to leave behind 2020 and look
forward to the new year with cautious optimism. But, sadly, after a few
encouraging months in the early part of 2021, countries worldwide
were hit by a second wave of the Covid-19 crisis, with multiple variants
mutating and rendering health systems across the world paralyzed.
This obviously had a significant impact on our daily operations.

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP
Supporter, we secured a contract for six vessels with our UAE-based
EPCI client for work in Saudi Arabian waters starting June 2021.
We have also negotiated a contract with the same client for one
of our older maidens – Express 61, which completed her contract
in June 2021 with the National Oil Company in Saudi Arabia.
Furthermore, our UAE-based EPCI client has also contracted our
2011 built 146 passenger 4-point mooring workboat – the MEO
Galaxy. The MEO Galaxy completed her five-year Special Survey,
and she will embark on her new contract providing accommodation
service for 100 passengers.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
The 300 passenger Accommodation Work Barge Miclyn
Constructor 1 commenced operations in March 2021 on the Hail
and Ghasha project offshore Abu Dhabi. The barge was upgraded in
line with the Company standards and Client requirements.
Our old crew boat - Express 4, completed her contract,
and we have finalized her sale to a third-party client.
2009 built 70T BP AHTS – Our current client has extended Miclyn
Victory for one year until September 2022.
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
Our joint venture company in Saudi Arabia – Miclyn
Midad Marine (MMM) continues to be as busy as ever.
The Samson Supplier completed her contract in April 2021.
We immediately secured a contract for her starting May 2021
with an Indian-based EPCI company, a first-time operator
in Saudi Arabia. This further strengthened our relationship
with them not only in India but in the Middle East as well.
Our older ladies – Express 56, Express 57, Express 58, Express 60
completed their contracts and were released by the National Oil
Company in Saudi Arabia. Along with the UniExpress 20 and Samson
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EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)
Midway through the year, the demand for our barges is robust,
and we see very high utilization levels across the different areas of
operation. At the same time, we have also seen substantial growth
in offshore projects across all regions, with new awards for EOS
integrated solutions.
ASIA
We have timely completed the Merakes Project with ZERO LTI for
one of our long-term EPIC clients in Indonesia. The project included
the transportation of spools, mudmats, mattresses, piles, and
manifold from Bintan to offshore Balikpapan, Indonesia, with five
voyages of tugs and barges.

However, our team has steamed through these obstacles with
gusto and a smile to ensure that our business continuity remained
intact and, most importantly, our clients were not affected.
Throughout this period, our contracting and operating outlook
have remained strong with new contracts secured and ensuring
costs are kept in check during disruptions caused by Covid-19
with innovative and “out of the box” thinking. Our technical
team has completed eight dry-docks in the last three months,
overhauled 24 engines and nine gearboxes, which is no mean feat.
Our entire team, led by our HSQE stalwarts, has worked overtime to
keep our crew onboard safe and motivated. As a result, we measured
a tangible improvement in the HSQE statistics. The positive safety
culture is the product of many efforts and inputs. For example, our
crew’s increased safety acumen, the revamped training, increased
HSE interaction, the “Ship of the Year” program, and the monthly
BBS/HAZOB award program has translated into no major incidents
and Zero Lost Time Incidents.

John McNamara
Business Unit Head

Our barges in the region are busy at least until year-end, working for
different EPC clients in Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, and Taiwan.
In Taiwan, where projects face significant delays, our spreads have
been extended for Yunlin Project, Greater Changhua, and Formosa
2 offshore windfarms.

The Fast Crew Boats (FCBs) Express 75 and Express 89 have been
extended for one year by the current client until May 2022, and the
Express 59 and Express 86 have been extended until December
2021 and June 2022, respectively.

MEO Sovereign 1 continues supporting the National Oil Company in
Angola and has been extended until September 2021 with a Letter of
Intent to continue working for two years firm with two yearly options.
MEO Sovereign 2 is operating in its three-year firm contract with
two yearly options, with an independent E&P company in Angola.
The DP2 AHTS is engaged in SBM maintenance/line handling
and tanker static tow and standby duties on Block 17 in Luanda.
Miclyn Venture secured a three-year bareboat contract with
a local Nigerian company in March 2021.
Finally, though most of our tonnage is secured, we have not eased
our efforts. We are now looking at alternative methods to boost our
top line and bottom line with innovative third-party vessel contracts
with yards and shipbuilders, thus showing our clients that the MEO
team continues to strive forward.

The Middle East is a key market for our barges, where their utilization
levels remain high.

Lastly, I would like to thank the EOS team for their hard work and
dedication. Our commercial and operations teams work tirelessly to
reach our goals and deliver a gold-class service to our clients. This year
EOS has met and exceeded budget commitments, and this wouldn’t
have been possible without our people.

OMAN

AFRICA

MIDDLE EAST

Furthermore, we are developing our integrated services and
load-out support, and we see this region with significant
potential. For example, we have just completed lumpsum
transportation of structures from Jebel Ali, to Ras Al Khaimah,
UAE. We provided marine spread and engineering services, project
management, and ballasting services to the Clients.

Miclyn Constructor 1 at Dubai Offshore

Our 12-passenger crew boat - Express 11, continues operations
from Port Sultan Qaboos in Muscat.

EOS 3306 transportation in India

EOS 281 Barge loadout for Merakes project

AUSTRALIA
Activities are picking in the offshore project front. We will be soon
mobilizing five spreads of tug and barges to the West Coast of
Australia.
In addition, we have one of our 330 ft x 120 ft barges working on a
decommissioning project off the West Australia Coast.
Also, our two rock barges have been further extended on their
current contracts where they are working as a transshipment barge
for iron ore in the North West of Australia.
INDIA
While we recently demobilised three spreads which worked for a
large EPIC contractor on the West Coast last season, we are now
preparing our bids for next season. We hope, by next Breeze, to
share with you some good news. We expect the Indian market to
continue being vital for EOS over the following years.

EOS 3302 loaded in Saudi
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SVS FEATURED
PROJECT

SUBSEA CABLE
SEGMENT

Miclyn Enterprise departed to Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering
(MMHE) yard in Malaysia shortly after her delivery to commence
mobilization of the Charterer’s ROV spread. The ROV spread included
a multipurpose ROV capable of operating in 2,500m water depth,
25T LARS system on the vessel’s starboard side, and multiple 20 foot
workshop containers. In addition the vessel’s main crane boom had to
be relocated, to accommodate the ROV spread onboard.
Upon completing the mobilization in the MMHE shipyard, Miclyn
Enterprise was deployed to the Straits of Malacca to commence work
on her new assignment. The Post Lay Inspection Burial operation
that Enterprise supported is the last stage of cable installation. This
operation is typically executed after the main cable has been laid by
cable ships. This is followed by the launching of the multipurpose
ROV from the vessel’s shipside onto the seabed to bury the cable
underneath to their target depth. The operation requires close
coordination and communication between the vessel’s crew and
Client personnel onboard to ensure it is done safely and successfully.
Throughout her entire project, the vessel will be operating in a water
depth of 30m and below.
We wish the entire crew onboard Miclyn Enterprise a continued
safe and successful campaign, and would also like to thank the
Optic Marine Group for allowing us the opportunity of providing our
support to them in the subsea cable industry.

Jeremias Pang
Executive- Commercial ASEAN

The Specialised Vessel Services (SVS) team is delighted to restart our
journey in the Subsea Cable segment through the chartering of DP2
ROV Support Vessel, Miclyn Enterprise to support Post Lay Inspection
Burial works and other telecommunications projects across multiple
countries in South East Asia from March through December 2021. The
Miclyn Enterprise is equipped with a 20T Knuckle boom crane that
makes her ideal for the operations. She was also recently reflagged
from Panama to Indonesia in Q2 2020 to position her in the Indonesia
market due to an increase in activities. The vessel’s charter is through
Malaysia-headquartered subsea installation company, the Optic
Marine Group.
While preparing the vessel for departure to Malaysia, The SVS team
met with various difficulties due to the current COVID-19 situation.
The team worked tirelessly and held weekly meetings with the
Charterer to ensure that the vessel met the delivery window. One of

PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Charterer:
Optic Marine Indonesia
Location:		
South East Asian Region
Scope of Work:
To support post lay inspection and
		burial project
Segment:
Subsea Cable
Start-up: 		
March 2021
Completion:
December 2021
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Charterers’ ROV spread

Launching of ROV for PLIB operation

Miclyn Enterprise in port

Charterers’ ROV

Mobilization of Charterers’ ROV Spread in MMHE yard

the challenges faced was planning the total change out of the crew on
board. With the restrictions in air travel and quarantine requirements,
our team had to develop a detailed and near precise plan to ensure that
crew arrived timely to avoid any delay to the vessel delivery schedule.
This was also done in conjunction with the vessel Intermediate Survey.
In addition, multiple meetings were held with the Charterer to discuss
the project timeline and ensure that the vessel was operationally ready
to be delivered to the Charterer on time. Through detailed planning and
constant communication, the SVS team proudly delivered the Miclyn
Enterprise to the Client on schedule in late March 2021. The senior
management of MEO Group also held a virtual leadership talk with
the crew members of the Enterprise to discuss Operational Excellence
and Safety topics.
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FEATURED
VESSEL
FAST CREW BOAT

EXPRESS 100
MONOHULL FAST MULTI-ROLE SUPPORT VESSEL
Express 100 is our Thailand flagged, monohull fast multi-role support vessel. The vessel consists of a superior 80-pax passenger cabin with
a co-work counter and a high-speed VSAT internet data packet dedicated for all passengers. The vessel is one of our latest additions to
our 70-strong crew boat fleet and has progressed in her long-term charter with great success, with our Client completing crew change
transfers from Songkhla to fields within the Gulf of Thailand. In addition, the Client personnel passengers have appreciated the comfort of the
reclinable business class seats with leg rests, workstation facilities, and the drinks and snacks food station.

High speed lightcraft

LIFE RAFTS

4 x 65 men, 1 x 6 men, SOLAS
Compliant

MAIN ENGINES

ANCHOR WINDLASS C/W BOW

3 x CAT Engines @ 4350 BHP

1 x Electro Hydaulic Winch c/w Wire Rope,
Chain & Single Anchor

Clear deck area of 110 m²

Built in 2016
BV Classification
I, + HULL, + MACH, Crewboat, Sea Area 3
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Length Overall 42.00m
Breadth 40.6 m
Depth 8.00m
Draft (max) 1.90m

Maximum speed 30 knots
Economical speed 24 knots

80 pax,
Business Class
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SAFETY
MATTERS

A HEALTHIER &
SAFER TOMORROW
Daniel Ong
Assistant Manager, Group
HSQE & Training

Since the beginning of 2021, where the Company introduced
computer-based training and monthly micro-courses on health,
safety, and cybersecurity topics, there has been some positive
improvement on safety knowledge within the Company, and
employees are stepping up to submit BBS/HAZOBs. For the second
half of 2021, the Company will be beefing up first response on the
Company’s premises.

In addition, as employees spend a significant amount of time on
the Company’s premises, the Company is gearing itself towards
redefining caloric intake of employees in office by offering a
healthier selection of pantry choices. This means confronting refined
carbohydrates, commonly found in sugar-sweetened beverages and
snacks made with white flour, which are considered “empty” calories
as they have been processed to remove natural occurring fibre and
nutrients. In its stead, the Company will phase in less sweet or nonsugared beverage alternatives, pivot towards healthier snacks like
oatmeal bars, fruits, and mixed nuts, and replace sugars with natural
sweeteners like stevia for employees who are unable to shed their
sweet tooth.
12

Our Commitment to Sustainable Operations and the Environment

The Relationship between MEO and the Environment

Global Drive Towards Sustainability

As an international marine services provider offering services in
crew boat transportation, subsea support and project solutions, MEO
Group has substantial operations spread across the Asia Pacific,
Middle East and West Africa. To maintain its operations, the
organisation employs upwards of 1,200 personnel deployed across
more than ten onshore premises and 100 vessels at any one time.

There is a growing global urgency in meeting the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030, which were first ratified in
late 2015, but has since seen minimal progress. With just over
eight years left to go, governing and non-governmental bodies
are beginning to put more emphasis on contributing to the cause.

GREEN PLAN

Safety

Since the previous issue of Breeze in March 2021, there has been
some buzz related to leading a healthier lifestyle. The Company will
be liaising with dieticians and health professionals in that regard to
offer quarterly webinars on health and nutrition topics for employees
to dial in and engage in question and answer sessions.

MEO GREEN PLAN
MEO 2030

With the start of a fresh financial year, MEO Group has doubled
down on its commitment to make the Company a healthier and
safer place to be. Accordingly, Group HSQE has been tasked with
spearheading an initiative to improve the three key results areas of
health, safety, and security.

Health

OUR ENVIRONMENT
OUR RESPONSIBILITY

Based on the premise that employees need to know, and they need
to act, the Company will commit to ensuring there is at least one
first responder in all Company’s premises. These first responders shall
be required to hold a valid certificate in basic life support and the
Company will commit to their retraining to ensure the knowledge
edge is not dulled over time.
In addition, the Company will ensure all premises hold a well-stocked
first aid kit and automatic emergency defibrillator to ensure our
first responders have the tools required to render medical care until
paramedics arrive to takeover.
Security
The final key result area of security involves protecting the Company’s
people, asset, and intellectual know-how from deliberate damage
or harm, such as petty theft, espionage, or politically motivated
aggression.
As the Company operates in a multitude of locales and each with
intrinsic peculiarities, the Company has put in place a framework to
assess the security risks and implemented control mitigations for
each identified threat. At its basic, this involves access control, and
cyber and physical security measures, on top of continually educating
employees of compliance with Company’s protocols.

It is therefore reasonable to say that MEO Group’s operations
contributes towards greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through its
premises and vessels, and to wastage as a byproduct of inefficient
resource consumption by its assets and personnel.

Alongside the International Maritime Organisation’s GHG Strategy
and Singapore’s Green Plan 2030, MEO Group intends to align itself
with the global trend to remain relevant and on par with its competitors
by creating a sustainable future field by environmental-conscious
business practices and stakeholders, both internal and external.

To realise this, the organisation has embarked on its very own MEO Green Plan which is built upon four strategic pillars, each
following a three step approach of Plan, Consult, and Implement:

REDUCTION IN
GREENHOUSE GASES
The objective of this pillar is to
peak our GHG emissions by 2025
and thereafter embark on a
year-on- year reduction of GHG
emissions until a stable state is
achieved. The Company plans to
review its extensive historical fuel
consumption data, and review and
utilise relevant industry standard
to calculate and track GHG
emissions. Thereafter, it can
effectively establish a baseline
emission level from which it can
measure its performance over time.
Some areas of improvement the
organisation foresee is the phasing
in of energy efficient and climate
friendly appliances, equipment,
and machinery, reduction in petrol
related travels, fuel optimisation
for its fleet, and liaising with
industrial partners to trial cleaner
fuel sources or power systems for
its fleet. Some areas of
improvement the organisation
foresees is the phasing in of energy
efficient and climate friendly
appliances, equipment, and
machinery, reduction in petrol
related travels, fuel optimisation
for its fleet, and liaising with
industrial partners to trial cleaner
fuel sources or power systems for
its fleet.

SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS
PROCESSES
The objective of this pillar is to
review and enhance existing
business processes to improve
efficiency of consumption and
reduce wastage. The Company
plans to review such processes
and establish baseline
consumption levels to track its
performance.
A major area of focus would be
the implementation of ISO
14001 group wide by the end of
2021 with the field of becoming
ready for ISO 50001 in other to
have a systematic way of
measuring its performance. In
addition, the organisation
digitalising resource heavy
processes and is looking at
establishing policies against
single-use plastics on all
Company premises and on
green procurement in its bid
reduce inefficient resource
consumption.

SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS CULTURE

BRIDGING WITH
EXTERNAL
STAKEHOLDERS

The objective of this pillar is to
ingrain a sustainability mindset
in our employees and crew to
adjust culture and expectations.
Understandably, people play the
most important role in
sustainability, as increase in
consumption is directly tied to
environmental decline due to the
pursuit of excesses. As such, the
organisation has collected
resource consumption and waste
generation data over the years
and will analyse the trends to
determine areas of improvement.

The objective of this last pillar
is to extend the reach of the
organisation’s environmental
goals to external stakeholders
as a demonstration of its
commitment to sustainability.
To do so, the Company will
consolidate its Green Plan, set
out measurable targets, and
publish these in the form of a
sustainability report on its
website on an annual basis.

This includes the optimisation of
waste management and energy
efficiency through introduction
of recycling bins on all onshore
premises and garbage
segregation onboard, proper
housekeeping standards and
inventory management to
prevent mistake requisitions, and
the standardisation of power
saving habits. This will run with
continual educational and
awareness through campaigns
and initiatives.

Finally, the organisation will
extend its environmental
targets and expectations to
encompass all personnel
visiting the company’s
premises with the view that
such practices will brought
back to the visiting
personnel’s place of origin to
act as a catalyst for more
organisations to move
towards achieve a common
objective.
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FEATURED
EMPLOYEE

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

GET SMART

CRIS RYAN
O P E R AT I O N S M A N A G E R

Cris Ryan was born and raised in Cebu, Philippines. He was a football
varsity player at University under a scholarship program.
He graduated with a degree in Naval Architecture and
worked with a local Ship Classification Society for a year.
After, he worked as a Head of Quality Control for a shipyard in Miri,
Malaysia, where he lived for three years. Cris had to follow strict class
regulations on vessel construction in that role, enabling him to grow his
quality and safety knowledge.
He moved to Singapore in 2010 to start his journey on the marine technical
operation side of the business. He worked first for an offshore marine
company handling operations and acting as technical superintendent.
Three years later, in 2013, he joined us in EOS, where he worked since.

The world is changing quickly. We are in a new era called the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (4IR), which is happening because of technology
like cloud computing, mobile connectivity, artificial intelligence (AI),
and big data. Digital transformation is also changing the oil and gas
industry and the benefits are increased efficiency and safety at work
and less impact on the environment.
MEO needs to evolve as a Smart company to stay competitive. Our
clients are expecting more, and regulations such as OVMSA are also
demanding more from us.
MEO will be increasing the use of technology in these areas:

Web-based Fleet System
What is a web-based fleet system? It is a sophisticated,
integrated, and mobile friendly software that will help us
manage day-to-day operational activities. This will enable
MEO to reduce the administrative burden for crew and onshore
teams, remove human error from manual processes, achieve
better data quality, and make more informed decisions.

Real Time Fuel Oil Flow Meters
On fuel management and efficiency, we will also be investing
in automated fuel consumption monitoring systems to
provide accurate information on fuel consumption. This is
a mandatory requirement for working with oil majors in
Thailand and Brunei, and hence all our long-term vessels in
these two regions are equipped with RTFM. We will also be
implementing it on our Saudi fleet and soon for Malaysia.

CCTV
MEO will also be installing digital cameras on our vessels that will
allow us to transmit live video footage from ship to shore when
required. This has already been done for our vessels in Thailand, and
we will also be implementing it on our Saudi fleet.
MEO is on a journey to becoming Smart. We want to give our
employees and clients the benefits of technology and become the
best provider and employer of choice. We look forward to exploring
this new world with you!

His first assignment as technical superintendent was to supervise a
large-scale barges mobilisation in Batam for an Australian project.
He was based in Batam for half a year, where we had to work alongside
different personalities from clients, marine warranty surveyors, yards,
ship agencies, etc. He describes that time as a fantastic experience where
he developed his skills in managing people and stress.
Cris considers Indonesia his third home, after his second Singapore,
and he can speak Bahasa fluently. He speaks English, Cebuano, Tagalog,
Malay, Bahasa, and currently, he is learning basics in Mandarin. He would
make a good travel buddy!
At EOS, he worked in the different operating regions, including
Dubai, managing barge dockings. In addition, he has traveled
around Southeast Asia, Middle East, and Australia for work.
His hard work, perseverance, and willingness to learn are accompanied
by a desire to help others. He is a team player, and he believes in team
success when working together.

He is a team leader and role model for EOS, where is our Operations
Manager. He shares his experiences and knowledge with his colleagues
and always wants to do things better. Cris believes in team success when
working together. But he goes beyond that, and he shares his knowledge
with third-party shipyards we work with to ensure, like him, the same
high standards empower them.
With over eight years in the Company, we have seen Cris grow. He is
growing on this role and responsibilities and also growing professionally
and personally. He is a hands-on person, always learning from his
experiences.
He believes there is always room to improve and grow, and for him,
learning from each experience and mistake motivates him to do better
in life.That generosity, patience, and passion are what drives his
personal life too.
He shared with us that for him, every day is part of the learning process.
But it is not all about work. Cris enjoys doing sports like jogging or
swimming, and nothing beats unwinding at the beach. Playing with
Playstation is also on his top list of free-time activities.
Thank you, Cris, for your time, dedication, passion, and friendship.
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MEO
BULLETIN

BEST WISHES
TO OUR CEO OF
8 YEARS
Diederik de Boer has been the CEO of MEO since 1st March 2010 and has successfully
managed to impact us on both professional and personal levels. He officially retired
on 30th September 2015 but was reinstated in the interim CEO role on 15th April
2018. He has continued to serve the Company until 30th June 2021, with our new
CEO, Darren Ang, taking over.
For your many years of service to the Company, we want to let you know that we
appreciate you, and are thankful for you. We wish you well in your journey ahead!
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ALI HUSSAIN
Colleague, Friend, Brother

Pak Ali was first employed by Miclyn Offshore Pte Ltd as an Operation
Executive and was then seconded to the Operations Department at Miclyn
Express Offshore in 2008, where I had the pleasure of working closely with
him. Through his hard work and can-do attitude, Ali worked himself up the
ladder to his position as a Project Manager in September 2020. It was with
deep sadness and shock that we found out he had left us on 17 April 2021.
Having worked with Ali for the past 14 years, I can surely say that for myself
(and perhaps several others) that Ali was a very dedicated individual with a
no-nonsense attitude at work (Ali was a work-hard, play-hard type of guy).
Due to his varied operational experiences, he had resolved many issues that
arose with Class and Statutory surveyors, tough-to-handle clients, and even
amongst our own colleagues. Not only was he all of the above, Ali was also
a loyal colleague (and friend), and he was a steady presence in MEO for the
longest time.
I am sure that many would agree that Ali, along with his signature brand
of humour, his laughter and his flamboyant fashion sense (especially during
our annual D&Ds) would be greatly missed. Rest in peace, my friend.
Your buddy, Erik
Ali’s sudden departure has shocked many of us. It’s indeed a great loss
for me, as I’ve been privileged to have such close working relations
with him for many years. Although he is known to be a fiery man, he
never fails to offer a helping hand to anyone in need. Aside from his
passion for the offshore industry, he was very dedicated to all the
things he did. May he Rest In Peace, and may his spirit live on forever.

MEO
GIVES BACK

- Elaine Chuah

EMPLOYEE CARE PACKAGES

Care packages delivered across our regions put a smile on our colleague’s faces

On 31 July 2021, MEO celebrated International Friendship Day group-wide,
across our offices, with a sweet pastry gift and a heartfelt message from our
new CEO.
We recognize that our people are our most important asset, and our
success is only possible through the commitment and dedication of
each individual. We believe in the importance of staff camaraderie
and continuously strive to forge a stronger team spirit, more
profound friendship, and a sense of belonging to the MEO Family.
“Anything is possible when you have the right friends there to support you.”
- Misty Copeland”
We wish all MEO Family members a Happy International Friendship Day!
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The word search contains 18 words.
1. Find nine words that start with the letter J.
2. Find three four-letter countries.
3. Find two largest Canadian cities.

T
Buraaq Ahmed - Tanwir
Muhammad’s son

Patricia Lee & Chua Chee
Hiang

Rekha Nandwani & Sean Liu

singapore

singapore

Chloe Tan

Singapore - Financial Accountant

Jithin Bhaskaran

UAE - Operations Coordinator

When you were a kid, what did you want to
be when you grew up?

When you were a kid, what did you want to
be when you grew up?

Back then, I wanted to be a surgeon. I was
inspired by the fictional characters in a TV
series, Grey’s Anatomy, but as I grew up, I lost
interest in it and did not pursue the medical
field.
What’s the best advice you were given?
Who was it from?
“Live for yourself.” My parents have always
taught me to live this way. It simply means
deciding by putting yourself first and not
living up to the expectation of others.
Ultimately, I need to be responsible for my
own decisions. I hold to this principle in all
my life choices.
How would your friends and family
describe you?
I would be described as a chatty person, but
only with close friends and family.
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Zyan Lutf hi Danish - Heri
Irawan’s son

Word Search Answers
Jump, Juice, Jam, Jerk, Jazz, Jaw, Jade, Jack,
Jay, Peru, Iran, Cuba, Montreal, Toronto

Wee Zi An - Wee Hanqun’s Son

Haitham Mustafa & Haneen

M I D DLE

EAST

Deky Werdoko

Indonesia - Operation Manager

Yingyod Thongnaum
Thailand - Crewing Manager

When you were a kid, what did you want
to be when you grew up?

When you were a kid, what did you want
to be when you grew up?

When I was a kid, I wanted to be a teacher. I
have great admiration and respect for good
teachers, especially the way they interact
with students and for the effort they put to
make the students understand the subject.

When I was younger, I wanted to be Indiana
Jones as I wanted to live a life full of
adventure and discover new and exciting
things.

What’s your idea of a perfect day?

What’s your idea of a perfect day?

I wanted to be a soldier like my father, but
I soon realized that being a soldier did not
fit my character. Therefore, I decided to
look for new opportunities elsewhere and
discovered that the maritime and seaman
life suited me very well.

Getting up early morning and walk-through
parks/beaches, Spending quality time/going
for trips with family and friends, listening
to music, having good and healthy food. All
these factors contribute to my perfect day.

Family is the most important thing to me,
so a perfect day would be when I can share
happiness with my family and go for picnics,
which we used to do when we traveled
overseas.

What’s the best advice you were given?
Who was it from?

How would your friends and family
describe you?

It was from my father. He always wanted me
to follow my passion and told me to do things
that made me happy, without hurting others.
He is also very particular about staying
simple and being polite to everyone.

My family and friends would describe me as
someone full of energy and enthusiasm.
I am also said to be a good coffee buddy to
share conversations with.

What’s the best advice you were given?
Who was it from?

Baizurah Nasir

Malaysia - Senior Commercial
Executive
What’s your idea of a perfect day?
My perfect day would be surrounding myself
with lush greenery and fresh air. I would
hike and explore nature, and as night falls,
I would start a campfire in the woods and
enjoy the moment of calmness around me.
What’s the best advice you were given?
Who was it from?

“Seaman is Freeman”. Working as a seaman
has taught me to see the world in a
different light because of the knowledge
that we gain when working both on and
offshore.

“It isn’t what you have in your pocket that
makes you thankful, but what you have in
your heart.” This is the advice from my late
grandmother. She believed that everything
given in this life is a blessing, and we should
always be thankful. Then we can live a
happy, peaceful, and content life.

How would your friends and family
describe you ?

How would your friends and family
describe you ?

My family describes me as a straightforward
person and a kind man.

They would describe me as quirky.

Ramli Rasbi

KSA - HSQE Superintendent
When you were a kid, what did you want
to be when you grew up?
When I was a kid, I wanted to be a soccer
player as I was inspired tby the Dutch
soccer player Marco Van Basten. As I grew
up, I wanted to become a judge, but it was
not fulfilled as my father recommended
that I become a sailor, which is my family
background.
What’s your idea of a perfect day?
The perfect day for me is when I can
spend time and gather with my little
family to make our favourite food from
our hometown, Palopo. We will then swim
together as my kids love water games.
What’s the best advice you were given?
Who was it from?
The best advice for me was from my
parents, who entrusted me always to be
honest and humble.
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WHAT’S

NEXT?
TAKE THE SHIP’S WHEEL, TELL US WHAT YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SEE IN THE UPCOMING ISSUE OF MEO BREEZE!
Email your suggestions to: media@meogroup.com

SINGAPORE (HEADQUARTERS)
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE PTE LTD
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower
Singapore 098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6820 0167
Email: marketing@meogroup.com
WESTERN HEMISPHERE
DUBAI, UAE (REGIONAL
HEADQUARTERS)
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP
MANAGEMENT LLC
101 Ibn Battuta Gate Offices
Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE, PO Box 49202
Tel: +971 4 277 6567
Email: commercial_wh@meogroup.com
ABU DHABI, UAE
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP
MANAGEMENT LLC
Office #1204-B, Al Saman Tower,
Tower B, Hamdan Street
Abu Dhabi, UAE, PO Box 108075
Tel: +971 2 550 1788
AL KHOBAR, SAUDI ARABIA
MICLYN MIDAD MARINE
COMPANY LTD
Office # 307, Al Dewan Business Center,
King Faisal Coastal Road, Al Yarmok
District, Khobar, KSA, PO Box 3212
Tel: +966 13 817 8422
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EASTERN HEMISPHERE
BRUNEI
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE (B) SDN BHD
No. 6, Simpang 28-5, Jalan Maulana, Kuala Belait
KA 1931, Negara Brunei Darussalam
Tel: +673 334 7767
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
BINTANG SAMUDERA SDN BHD
211-Level 2 Tower B, The Troika, 19 Persiaran
KLCC, 50450, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2178 6085
Fax: +603 2178 6001
MIRI, MALAYSIA
BINTANG SAMUDERA SDN BHD
Lot 2170, Block 3, Jalan Piasau Utara 4, MCLD,
Piasau Industrial Area, 98000 Miri Sarawak,
Malaysia
Tel: +60 8564 7530
LABUAN, MALAYSIA
MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE (L) BHD
QL-03/ME U0482, 1st Floor, Lazenda
Shophouse, P.O. Box 82257, 87007 Federal
Territory of Labuan, Malaysia
BANGKOK, THAILAND (THAILAND
HEADQUARTERS)
UNIWISE OFFSHORE LTD
25 Alma Link Building, 11th Floor, Soi Chitlom,
Ploenchit Road, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330,
Thailand
Tel: +66 2254 8400

JAKARTA, INDONESIA
PT. SUKSES GRAHA SAMUDERA
Gd. Pusat Perfilman H. Usmar Ismail
Jl. Hr. Rasuna Said Kav C. No 22, Kuningan
Jakarta Selatan 12940, Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 5278823
Email: marketing.jkt@sgs-offshore.com
TAIPEI, TAIWAN
BLUE SEA OFFSHORE TRANSPORT CO.,
LTD.
5F-9, No. 155, Sec 1, Keelung Road, Xinyi
District, Taipei, Taiwan
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Email: renewables@meogroup.com
PROJECTS
EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS PTE
LTD
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower , Singapore
098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6545 9211
Email: chartering@meogroup.com
SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES
1 HarbourFront Avenue
#04-11/13 Keppel Bay Tower , Singapore
098632
Tel: +65 6545 6211
Fax: +65-6545 9211
Email: svs.commercial@meogroup.com
www.meogroup.com

